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AND BESPOKE VESSELS
SPECIAL OPTIONS

ALLIED FILTER SYSTEMS IS ABLE TO OFFER VESSELS WITH SPECIAL OPTIONS  
TO SUIT ALL CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS. 

 Various connection sizes and 
orientations (styles). See page 4.

 Other connection types eg. Sanitary  
(Tri-clamp, RJT, Dairy fittings etc.), 
Camlock, plain pipe.

 Higher pressure and temperature ratings.

 Heating jackets.

 Multiple housings manifolded.  
For example, duplexed using L-port, 
T-port or butterfly valves.

 Modular system, allowing expansion.

 Custom designed systems including 
multiple housings, valves, pipework  
and pumps.

 Trolley or skid mounted.

 Custom made, special design vessels.

 Inclined vessels.

 Stainless steel mesh lined baskets.

 Stainless steel bolts.

 Electropolished interior and/or exterior.

 Interior coated vessels (e.g. Halar®).

 Polished internal finish to specified  
Ra value.

 Various support options e.g. longer 
adjustable legs, wall mounting brackets, 
welded mounting plates.

 Complete with differential pressure 
gauge ports and installation.

TROLLEY MOUNTED RBF FILTER HOUSINGS
Interconnecting pipework and valves enable multiple  
flow configurations. 

MODULAR SYSTEM 
with common inlet and outlet pipes. Valves are fitted to enable 
isolation of individual or multiple housings to enable filter bag 
change during continuous operation. The number of housings 
may be increased at any time to expand the system.

HD FILTER HOUSING 
with internal and external antistatic  
Halar® coating.

TWO RBFP HOUSINGS 
manifolded together and fitted with valves to enable use in a continuous process.  
One filter bag can be changed out whilst the other housing is in use.
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